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                              Star of the week:
 2CA - Kevin           2A  -  Florence           2RB - Sienna

Maths - In Maths, we will be looking at numbers to 100, including counting to 
100 and representing numbers to 100 in a variety of ways

Writing - We will be continuing to practise our WAGOLL as well exploring nouns 
and looking at the difference between a sentence and a fragment of a sentence.

Reading - We will continue with our class reader ‘George’s Marvellous 
Medicine’, completing short activities relating to the text

Science - As part of our ‘Materials’ topic, we will be looking at the materials 
everyday objects are made from and why this material is suitable for its use

Geography  - We will be exploring UK coastlines and the different types of 
beaches found there

PE - Our topics for this half term will be Gymnastics and Multi-skills

Next week we will be learning about…..
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Reading - We will be assessing all children in phonics next week. For now, we have used their Year One assessment to allocate a levelled/book text. This may be a book your child has read before but this is a good way for the children to build up their speed and accuracy. They have also chosen a book from our reading areas to enjoy for pleasure.  Please send these to school with your child every day. They have also been sent home with a Reading Record. Please read at least four times each week and record this in the Reading Record. Children with four recorded reads will be rewarded with a move along our race track! These will be checked on a Monday.
My Maths - A task has been set for the children to complete which relates to work we’ve done in class and will help to consolidate their learning. Passwords have been sent home with the children today.
Edshed - spellings will be set on Edshed from next week.

            Homework

Parent Helpers

Thank you to those parents/grandparents who have offered to come in one afternoon every 
week to listen to children read. 
If you are able to offer an afternoon, please let your child’s class teacher know. This will be 
to work across the year group listening to children from all three classes.

We are currently awaiting a form that volunteers will need to complete and we will get this 
to those that have offered ASAP. 

    Reminders/messages

Request for art resources: Plastic bottles/ containers 
This term, our Art topic is based on artists who have used the ocean and environmental concerns as 
inspiration for their work, such as Tony Capellan.  The children will be making boats that float using 
recycled / found materials to create boats to turn the waste materials into something useful! 
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